abstract PURPOSE The impacts of radiotherapy dose and exposed cardiac volume, select chemotherapeutic agents, and age at exposure on risk for late-onset cardiac disease in survivors of childhood cancer remain unresolved.
INTRODUCTION
Cardiac disease is the most common treatmentrelated, noncancer cause of death among childhood cancer survivors. [1] [2] [3] Survivors are at risk for a broad spectrum of cardiac conditions, including heart failure (HF), coronary artery disease (CAD), valvular disease, arrhythmia, and pericardial disease. 2, 4 The dose-response relationships between cardiac disease and both radiotherapy (RT) and anthracycline exposure are well established. 5, 6 The Childhood Cancer Survivor Study (CCSS) reported that mean cardiac RT doses greater than or equal to 15 Gy or cumulative anthracycline doses greater than or equal to 250 mg/m 2 increase the risk of cardiac disease. 4 A European investigation of survivors showed that mean cardiac RT doses of 5 to 15 Gy increased the risk of cardiac disease, although the number of events was small. 7 An international consortium on cardiomyopathy screening guidelines concluded that insufficient evidence exists documenting an increased risk of HF in children who received less than 15 Gy of cardiac RT. 8 Studies examining the relationship between RT and late cardiac disease have focused on mean cardiac dose. 4, 7 This oversimplifies a constellation of exposure risks, because mean dose may represent a small portion of the heart receiving a high RT dose, with the remainder of the heart receiving minimal RT dose, or a large portion of the heart receiving a low or moderate RT dose in the absence of any high-dose exposures of the heart. These scenarios may confer differing risk profiles. 7, 9 Organ-specific vulnerabilities to adverse effects of cancer therapies are influenced by the developmental status of a child as a result of factors such as tissue maturation and capacity for repair. 10, 11 Evidence regarding an association between young age at RT exposure and risk of late-onset cardiac disease is modest. The literature that suggests an association between young age at anthracycline exposure and cardiac disease risk is inconsistent. 3, 6, 12, 13 Therefore, recent international clinical practice guidelines found the evidence insufficient to recommend enhanced screening among survivors treated at younger ages. 8 A clear understanding of cardiac disease rates and risk factors after lower-dose cardiac RT is necessary to guide surveillance strategies, drive the use of modern RT treatment techniques (eg, intensity modulation or proton therapy) that reduce mean cardiac RT dose as well as dose to critical substructures (eg, left anterior descending artery), and inform decision making in the design of treatment protocols. [14] [15] [16] [17] Currently, data regarding absolute increases in cardiac disease rates, critical for the development of evidence-based screening guidelines and intervention strategies, are sparse.
Our objective was to determine the impact of various cardiac volumes receiving specific RT doses on the rates of serious cardiac conditions in long-term survivors. We also sought to evaluate of the association between young age at diagnosis and rate of symptomatic cardiac disease after RT and/or anthracycline chemotherapy among long-term survivors of childhood cancer.
PATIENTS AND METHODS

Study Population
The CCSS is a multi-institutional retrospective cohort study with longitudinal follow-up of survivors of common childhood cancers diagnosed before age 21 years at any of 27 participating institutions across the United States and Canada. Survivors are eligible if they were diagnosed with cancer between January 1, 1970, and December 31, 1999 , and survived at least 5 years. The design and methods of the CCSS and participation characteristics have been previously described. [18] [19] [20] We evaluated a total of 24,355 5-year survivors; 141 developed cardiac disease within 5 years of diagnosis and were excluded, resulting in 24,214 participants. In addition, we evaluated all 5,046 untreated siblings who participated in the CCSS to determine baseline cardiac risk in a comparable population. Institutional review board approval was obtained from each participating institution, and each participant or his or her parent provided informed consent.
Treatment Exposures and Demographics
For each 5-year survivor who received RT, radiation treatment fields were abstracted from his or her RT record and reconstructed on age-specific phantoms (phantoms' ages corresponded to patients' ages at time of RT). Dose to the heart (from direct, adjacent, and/or distant fields) was estimated using previously described methods. 21 Each dose reconstruction entailed estimating dose to each of 55 points within a three-dimensional grid representing the phantom's heart volume; from those data, we calculated mean dose and percentage of heart volume receiving at least 5 Gy (V5) and 20 Gy (V20). To isolate survivors receiving only low-to moderate-dose RT (meaning no high-dose exposure), we analyzed V5 in survivors with a maximum dose to the heart of less than 20 Gy (V5 V20=0% ). Details regarding cumulative chemotherapeutic doses were abstracted as previously described. 4 Doxorubicin-equivalent dose was estimated per previously reported methods. 22 Primary diagnosis, cisplatin dose, use of alkylating agent, and sex were also abstracted from medical records. Participants who selfreported ever smoking were defined as having a smoking history. Race and ethnicity were also self-reported. Age at diagnosis was evaluated, with category of age 0 to 4 years approximating infancy and toddlerhood, that of older than 4 to # 13 years approximating the prepubertal and peripubertal age range, and that of older than 13 years approximating adolescents and young adults. 23 
Grade 3 to 5 Cardiac Conditions
Participants reported their age at first occurrence of a wide variety of health outcomes via a series of multi-item, organ system-based questions on the baseline CCSS questionnaire and four subsequent follow-up questionnaires. 24 Using the National Cancer Institute Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events (version 4.03), chronic health conditions were categorized as mild (grade 1), moderate (grade 2), severe or disabling (grade 3), life threatening (grade 4), or fatal (grade 5). 25 When insufficient information was available to distinguish between grades, the lower-severity grade was assigned. Our analysis was restricted to grade 3 to 5 cardiac conditions, including CAD, HF, valvular disease, pericardial disease, and arrhythmias (Data Supplement). Patients who developed any one of those conditions were marked as having any cardiac disease. We also separately analyzed CAD and HF risks.
Statistical Analysis
Demographic and treatment characteristics were examined in all 5-year survivors. To determine cardiac disease incidence, a time-to-event analysis starting at 5 years from diagnosis was conducted for three groups of cardiac disease: any cardiac disease, CAD, and HF. Death, second malignant neoplasm, and recurrence were treated as competing risk events. Patients were censored at the time of the last completed questionnaire. Cumulative incidence curves of the three outcomes were estimated and compared according to demographic and treatment characteristics using Gray's K-sample test. 26 To assess the dose-response relationships for the incidence rate of each outcome, piecewise exponential models adjusting for attained age, sex, race, smoking history, and year of diagnosis were used. Modifications of treatment effects by age at diagnosis and other treatment modalities were further evaluated using these models. Adjusted relative rates (RRs), 95% CIs, and P values were estimated using standard large-sample inference methods. All tests were two sided, and P , .05 indicated statistical significance. Absolute excess risk (AER) calculations were performed comparing the survivor population with the sibling population. SAS (version 9.4; SAS Institute, Cary, NC) and R software (version 3.4.0; R Foundation, Vienna, Austria) were used for statistical analyses. Table 1 lists the demographic characteristics of the 24,214 survivors. Most were between the ages of 4 and 13 years at diagnosis. Median attained age of the cohort was 27.5 years (range, 5.6 to 58.9 years). Median follow-up was 20.3 years (range, 5.0 to 39.3 years). Table 2 lists the treatment exposures of the survivors; approximately half of the survivors received RT (51.6%) or an anthracycline (47.4%); 25.4% were exposed to both. There were 658 survivors with at least one grade 3 to 5 cardiac condition, including 371 with HF, 304 with CAD, 96 with arrhythmia, 70 with valvular disease, and 28 with pericardial disease (Data Supplement); 158 survivors had two or more different grade 3 to 5 cardiac conditions. The cumulative incidence of having at least one grade 3 to 5 cardiac condition at 30 years was 4.8% (95% CI, 4.3% to 5.2%); the overall AER compared with the sibling population was 1.28 events per 1,000 person-years.
RESULTS
Characteristics and Overall Outcomes
Demographic Effects
Cumulative incidence and adjusted incidence rates for developing any grade 3 to 5 cardiac disease did not differ by sex (Table 3 ; Data Supplement); however, compared with female survivors, male survivors were more likely to develop CAD (RR, 1.3; 95% CI, 1.0 to 1.7) and less likely to develop HF (RR, 0.7; 95% CI, 0.5 to 0.9). Non-Hispanic black survivors were more likely to develop any cardiac disease than non-Hispanic white survivors (RR, 1.7, 95% CI, 1.2 to 2.4); this was observed for both CAD (RR, 2.5; 95% CI, 1.5 to 4.2) and HF (RR, 2.0; 95% CI, 1.3 to 3.1).
RT Effects
A dose-response relationship between mean cardiac RT dose and any cardiac disease, CAD, and HF was observed at mean doses to the heart greater than or equal to 10 Gy . Analyses, including reported percentages, were weighted to account for undersampling of acute lymphoblastic leukemia survivors in the latter recruitment era (1987 to 1999), with a weight of 1.21 for those age 0 or 11 to 20 years at diagnosis and a weight of 3.63 for those age 1 to 10 years.
Abbreviations: NA, not applicable; RT, radiotherapy. *Numbers and percentages of these variables are based on available data. †Indicates maximum RT dose to heart of 0.1 to 4.9 Gy.
‡Indicates maximum RT dose to heart of 0.1 to 19.9 Gy. .03 2.1 (1.7 to 2.5) 0.7 (0.5 to 0.9)
.002 .001 .34
. Figs 1D to 1F ). Likewise, low to moderate doses (5.0 to 19.9 Gy) to large cardiac volumes ($ 50% of the heart) were associated with an increased rate of cardiac disease (RR, 1.6; 95% CI, 1.1 to 2.3), compared with unexposed survivors (Table 4 ; Figs 1G to 1I). This was primarily because of an increased rate of CAD. Importantly, we did not observe a clinically significant association between age at diagnosis and cardiac irradiation on the rate of cardiac disease. The Data Supplement shows the number of patients in each of the mean heart RT dose and volumetric categories. The AERs by mean RT dose and volume and by cumulative anthracycline dose are listed in Table 5 .
Anthracycline Effects
We observed a dose-response relationship between anthracycline exposure and any cardiac disease (0.1 to , 250 mg/m 2 : RR, 1.7; 95% CI, 1.1 to 2.5; $ 250 mg/m 2 : RR, 2.4; 95% CI, 2.7 to 3.5; Table 3 ; Figs 1J to 1L), primarily because of an increased rate of HF. Among survivors who received a low to intermediate cumulative anthracycline dose, children age 0 to 4 years had an increased rate compared with older children (1 to 249 mg/m 2 ; age 0 to 4 v . 13 years: RR, 2.1; 95% CI, 1.3 to 3.5; Table 3 ). Among those receiving high-dose anthracycline chemotherapy ($ 250 mg/m 2 ), children age 0 to 4 years (RR, 4.0; 95% CI, 2.5 to 6.4) and older than 4 to # 13 years at diagnosis (RR, 2.4; 95% CI, 1.7 to 3.5) had an increased risk of any cardiac disease relative to those age older than 13 years at diagnosis. The association of anthracycline dose with rate of cardiac disease was not modified by cardiac RT dose (data not shown).
DISCUSSION
In this study of a large, geographically diverse, wellcharacterized cohort of childhood cancer survivors with longitudinal follow-up, we report two novel findings with valuable clinical implications. Both low-to moderate-dose RT to a large volume of the heart and high-dose RT to a small volume of the heart are associated with a substantially elevated risk of cardiac disease. In addition, we confirm that young age at anthracycline exposure confers greater risk for cardiac disease, a finding that strengthens the evidence for including this risk in future screening guidelines.
Our data confirm the findings of prior studies that have established the relationship between mean cardiac RT dose and risk for late cardiac disease. 4, 7 Our findings substantially broaden these observations with what is, to No RT to heart 0%* 0.1% to 29.9% 30% to 79.9% ≥80%
No RT to heart 0%* 0.1% to 29.9% 30% to 79.9% ≥80%
No RT to heart 0%* 0.1% to 29.9% 30% to 79.9% ≥80% , .001
NOTE. The two sections in this table (ie, volume $ 5 Gy and volume $ 20 Gy) come from separate models that are exclusive of each other and adjusted for attained age as cubic splines, age at diagnosis, sex, race, history of smoking, year of diagnosis, alkylating agents, anthracycline dose, interaction between anthracycline dose and age at diagnosis, and cisplatin dose. Abbreviations: CAD, coronary artery disease; HF, heart failure; Ref, referent; RR, relative rate; RT, radiotherapy.
*No RT to the heart. †Indicates maximum RT dose to heart of 0.1 to 4.9 Gy.
‡Indicates maximum RT dose to heart of 0.1 to 19.9 Gy.
our knowledge, the largest assessment (pediatric or adult) of the relationship between the volume of the heart irradiated and the risk of late-onset cardiac disease. Importantly, survivors whose hearts were exposed to low-to moderate-dose RT (5 to 19 Gy) to a large volume of the heart ($ 50%) had a 1.6-fold increased risk of cardiac disease compared with those who received no RT to the heart. Exposing any volume of the heart to RT doses of $ 20 Gy confers an increased risk of cardiac disease, affirming the toxic potential of these doses even to small cardiac volumes. These dose-volume relationships were not substantially influenced by age at diagnosis, suggesting these relationships may also exist in young adults treated for cancer.
Our findings regarding risks of RT-related late cardiac disease must be considered in the context of evolving RT technology. Contemporary RT volumes and doses for diseases such as Hodgkin lymphoma are smaller than those in earlier eras, and novel RT delivery techniques such as intensity-modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) or proton therapy significantly reduce both mean heart dose and volume of the heart exposed to even low doses, and the potential exists to minimize dose to critical substructures (eg, coronary arteries). [14] [15] [16] [17] These reductions may result in exposures below what we have reported to be associated with cardiac risk. 14, 16 Certain modern techniques such as IMRT, although increasing conformality, may also increase the volume of the heart receiving low-dose RT for patients treated with mediastinal RT. Our study cohort was treated before the widespread adoption of IMRT; however, the finding that low-to moderate-dose RT (5 to 19 Gy) to a large volume of the heart ($ 50%) increases cardiac disease risk should be strongly considered in risk assessment of children otherwise thought to be at low risk for cardiac disease. Continuous evaluation of the relationship between RT and heart disease as cohorts of survivors treated with these modern techniques mature will be important to determine the consistency of the reported risk factors with contemporary techniques and individualize cardiac risk assessments. Highly conformal RT techniques were uncommon during the years our patients were treated (1970 to 1999) and unlikely to have influenced outcomes, because rates of HF and CAD were consistent across these decades as previously reported. 27 Our data provide strong support for continued efforts to minimize both the heart RT dose and exposed volume to avoid late cardiac disease. Moreover, generations of current survivors were treated with older, more damaging techniques, and our findings provide additional evidence to guide risk-based screening for cardiac disease.
Anthracyclines are cardiotoxic across the age spectrum, with the youngest patients at the time of exposure at highest risk. This is a consequence of cardiomyocyte damage leading to HF. 28 We reaffirm this relationship at both low and high cumulative doses. The youngest children (age # 4 years at diagnosis) are exceptionally vulnerable to anthracycline-mediated toxicity, with cardiac disease rates twice those of their teenage counterparts at low doses (0.1 to 250 mg/m 2 ) and four times those of their teenage counterparts at higher doses ($ 250 mg/m 2 ). Age at diagnosis must be considered in evaluating the cardiac risk profile of long-term survivors. Of note, most of our study cohort was treated before the use of dexrazoxane as a cardioprotectant, which may alter the dose-response relationship. 29 Demographic variables also play a role in risk for cardiac disease in survivors of childhood cancer. We confirm that female survivors are at greater risk of HF, likely related to their increased propensity for anthracycline-related HF. 30 We also show that male survivors are at a slightly increased risk of CAD. The exact explanation for this is unclear; however, it is may be related to an increased incidence of CAD in males in the general population. 31, 32 We observed an increased rate of cardiac disease among non-Hispanic black survivors. This has been previously reported within the CCSS; however, this association was attenuated in a model including socioeconomic status variables that we did not consider in our investigation. 33 This putative relationship should be studied further in additional cohorts of childhood cancer survivors.
Our findings inform current international guidelines for screening and early detection of cardiac disease in survivors of childhood cancer. We contribute significant information regarding the AER of cardiac disease, crucial for the development of said guidelines. In addition, there is no current guidance for survivors exposed to less than 15 Gy mean cardiac RT doses because of a paucity of data. 8 Our analysis fills this important gap. Mean doses greater than or equal to 10 Gy were associated with increased overall risk of cardiac disease, CAD, and HF, suggesting that surveillance and risk-reducing strategies should be considered for any survivor receiving a mean cardiac dose of greater than or equal to 10 Gy. These data additionally support continued surveillance of survivors who may have received high cardiac doses to small volumes of the heart from RT fields targeted to nearby structures. Current cardiomyopathy screening guidelines do not include age at anthracycline exposure because of insufficient information. 8 Our data suggest that the youngest children are at the greatest risk of anthracycline-related cardiac disease, even at low or intermediate cumulative doses. Increased screening frequency among children receiving anthracyclines at age # 13 years should be considered.
There are several strengths of this study, including large sample size, geographic and racial heterogeneity, extensive range of treatment exposures, and longitudinal follow-up. The primary limitation is that grade 3 to 4 cardiac outcomes were self-reported; validation of cardiac outcomes was previously attempted and found unfeasible. 4 By limiting our analysis to Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events grade 3 to 5 events representing clinically symptomatic disease verified by requiring medical intervention, this potential for bias may have been mitigated. However, by omitting grade 1 to 2 events, we likely underrepresent true cardiac risk in this population. In addition, this cohort has a median age of just 27.5 years, when cardiac disease is uncommon in the general population. It is likely that with additional follow-up, the incidence of cardiac disease will continue to rise among survivors, given the increased prevalence in the general population. Because specific cardiac RT exposures were not detailed in the historical RT records, they were reconstructed from medical records and modeled in age-appropriate phantoms rather than on individual patient anatomy; this approach can only approximate the actual doses received. Beyond this, the relevance of RT exposure to specific cardiac structures could not be determined.
Our report substantially expands the understanding of late cardiac disease in survivors of childhood cancer. Cardiac disease risk varies by mean cardiac RT dose and volume of heart receiving both low-to moderate-dose and high-dose RT. Anthracycline exposure also increases this risk. The youngest children are at the greatest risk of toxicity from any anthracycline exposure, emphasizing the vulnerability of this population. However, age does not substantially modify the RT volume-response relationship for cardiac toxicity, suggesting that these observations may also apply to other age groups. These findings will further inform and guide surveillance protocol design, clinical trial structure, and methods of RT delivery for pediatric patients with cancer.
